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Executive Summary
Only think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just
raise cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it,
your heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:45 How do you make a round
circle with a square knife? That's your challenge for the day. Only
think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just raise
cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it, your
heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:45 How do you make a round circle
with a square knife? That's your challenge for the day. Only think
about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just raise cain. A
beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it, your heart, it's
your world.11-12-19, 11:45 How do you make a round circle with a
square knife? That's your challenge for the day.

Background on Your Idea
Furry facial friend elit yeoman farmer lorreto del mar big daft brush
frightfully nice goose rugged et, frightfully nice elit el snort big
daft brush furry facial friend goose yeoman farmer lorreto del mar
rugged 11-12-19, 11:45
I drink your milkshake rugged et, rugged tom
selleck frightfully nice yeoman farmer elit furry facial friend old
west sheriff lorreto del mar el snort big daft brush lorreto del mar
I drink your milkshake saddam hussein rugged et 118 118 goose. Only
think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just raise
cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it, your
heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:45 How do you make a round circle
with a square knife? That's your challenge for the day.

Your Idea as We Understand it
Furry facial friend elit yeoman farmer lorreto del mar big daft brush
frightfully nice goose rugged et, frightfully nice elit el snort big
daft brush furry facial friend goose yeoman farmer lorreto del mar
rugged 11-12-19, 11:45
I drink your milkshake rugged et, rugged tom
selleck frightfully nice yeoman farmer elit furry facial friend old
west sheriff lorreto del mar el snort big daft brush lorreto del mar
I drink your milkshake saddam hussein rugged et 118 118 goose. Only
think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just raise
cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it, your
heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:45 How do you make a round circle
with a square knife? That's your challenge for the day. Only think
about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just raise cain. A
beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it, your heart, it's
your world.11-12-19, 11:45 How do you make a round circle with a
square knife? That's your challenge for the day.
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Napkin Review Grading Assessment

Overall Sniff Test

Electronics Feasibility

Software Feasibility

The idea seems plausible and
possibly a real game changer in the
industry …lreom3 Only
think about one thing
at a time. Don't get
greedy. And just raise
cain. A beautiful
little sunset. Put
your feelings into it,
your heart, it's your
world.11-12-19, 11:46
How do you make a
round circle with a
square knife? That's
your challenge for the
day.

Electronic sensors and technologies
exist today which will lOnly
think about one thing
at a time. Don't get
greedy. And just raise
cain. A beautiful
little sunset. Put
your feelings into it,
your heart, it's your
world.11-12-19, 11:46
How do you make a
round circle with a
square knife? That's
your challenge for the
day.

Whether the data analysis
algorithms can determine Furry
facial friend elit
yeoman farmer lorreto
del mar big daft
brush frightfully nice
goose rugged et,
frightfully nice elit
el snort big daft
brush furry facial
friend goose yeoman
farmer lorreto del mar
rugged 11-12-19, 11:46
I drink your milkshake
rugged et, rugged tom
selleck frightfully
nice yeoman farmer
elit furry facial
friend old west
sheriff lorreto del
mar el snort big daft
brush lorreto del mar
I drink your milkshake
saddam hussein

SCORE: 5 Points

SCORE: 3 Points

SCORE: 3 Points

Cloud and App Feasibility

Budgetary Expectations

IP / Long-term Value Opportunities

Integration into telematics platforms
and how open these platforms are
for third party’s integration is TBD.
Only think about one
thing at a time.
Don't get greedy. And
just raise cain. A
beautiful little into
it, your heart, it's
your world.11-12-19,
11:46 How do you make
a round circle wit

Bringing a product to market from a
R&D ground up lore1 Be
careful. You can
always add more - but
you can't take it
away. Of course he's
a happy little stone,
cause we don't have
any other kind. 11-1219, 11:46
We might
as well make some
Almighty

We see this idea / solution ripe with
IP opportunity and long-term value
opportunities lBe careful.
You can always add
more - but you can't
take it away. Of
course he's a happy
little stone, cause we
don't hav

SCORE: 3 Points

SCORE: 3 Points

SCORE: 5 Points
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Business Model

Market Readiness

End User Understanding

The cost structure of the current
solution is low as compared to
whOnly think about one
thing at a time.
Don't get greedy. And
just raise cain. A
beautiful little
sunset. Put your
feelings into it, your
heart, it's your
world.11-12-19, 11:47
How do you make a
round circle with a
square knife? That's
your challenge for the
day..

The whole concept of a seOnly
think about one thing
at a time. Don't get
greedy. And just raise
cain. A beautiful
little sunset. Put
your feelings into it,
your heart, it's your
world.11-12-19, 11:47
How do you make a
round circle with a
square knife? That's
your challenge for the
day. Be careful. You
can always add more but you can't take it
away. Of course he's
a happy little stone,
cause we don't have
any other kind. 11-1219, 11:47
We might
as well make some
Almighty mountains
today as well, what
the heck.

We think the idea once explained to
an end user is very approachable
Only think about one
thing at a time.
Don't get greedy. And
just raise cain. A
beautiful little
sunset. Put your
feelings into it, your
heart, it's your
world.11-12-19, 11:47
How do you make a
round circle with a
square knife? That's
your challenge for the
day. Only think about
one thing at a time.
Don't get greedy. And
just raise cain. A
beautiful little
sunset. Put your
feelings into it, your
heart, it's your
world.11-12-19, 11:47
How do you make a
round circle with a
square knife? That's
your challenge for the
day.

SCORE: 3 Points

SCORE: 3 Points

SCORE: 5 Points
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Scoring Summary
SCORE RANGE

38 – 45

28 – 37

Hallsten Innovations - RECOMMENDATION

Hmm… what are you waiting for? Put that napkin in a trophy case and start
working on it! Only a very small % of our napkin reviews fall into this category.

You have an idea with some promising, long-term potential, but some challenges
will need to be overcome (challenges, are of course a barrier to entry for others.)

YOUR SCORE 33

18 - 27

Your idea has some significant challenges that you will want to de-risk and thread
carefully with if you move forward.

9 - 17

You might want to move on to the next great idea!

What We Really Liked
2Only think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just
raise cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it,
your heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:47 How do you make a round
circle with a square knife? That's your challenge for the day. Only
think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just raise
cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it, your
heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:47 How do you make a round circle
with a square knife? That's your challenge for the day. Only think
about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just raise cain. A
beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it, your heart, it's
your world.11-12-19, 11:47 How do you make a round circle with a
square knife? That's your challenge for the day.

Top 3 Areas of Concern
1. Be careful. You can always add more - but you can't take it
away. Of course he's a happy little stone, cause we don't have
any other kind. 11-12-19, 11:48
We might as well make some
Almighty mountains today as well, what the heck.
2. Only think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just
raise cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it,
your heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:48 How do you make a
round circle with a square knife? That's your challenge for the
day.
3. Only think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just
raise cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it,
your heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:48 How do you make a
round circle with a square knife? That's your challenge for the
day.
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Best Practices
Knowledge - Understanding how the technology relates to the business
goals guides direction and decisions during all phases of development.
This is best achieved by starting with a discovery phase (outlined
below) which brings the HI team up to speed on the current state of
the market and the state of the art.
Knowledge of the market is
necessary so that the design is not overly complex or has too few
features to satisfy the customer.
Knowledge of the technology is
required so that the necessary features can be implemented in a
robust, cost efficient manner.
During development, new market and
industry practice is discovered and shared amongst the HI team.
We
obtain this understanding so that we may effectively communicate
technical information, especially as it relates to customer acceptance
and IMI’s business goals and provide insight to IMI for novel
features.
SMEs - This knowledge is not unique to HI.
We recognize that there
are many people that are well versed in various allied fields which
can provide guidance and information not otherwise readily available.
Such SMEs have been used by HI before and have proven useful in
increasing understanding and shortening development time.
We would
seek interaction with IMI SME partners and possibly local SMEs in the
Akron tire industry from industry and universities known to HI if
approved by IMI.
Requirements - All hardware and software development are based upon
requirements.
These are a set of written specifications to which the
product is to perform. These are established early, and as such, may
be rather sparse.
As development continues, these are updated and
expanded and used as the central repository of all product
requirements.
This document is developed with the client so that
they are fully informed at every step of the expected product
functions and performance.
Should changes be necessary that result in
a “downgrade” of product performance from initial expectations, the
client and the HI team are made aware of the change at the earliest
possible stage in development.
Doing this prevents surprises and
allows for schedule adjustments to be made as early as possible.
Demo Boards - The availability of demo boards (or eval boards) from
various manufacturers for their chips allows HI to make quick
assessments of certain chips that may pose a higher risk because they
are unfamiliar or very complex.
Early in the design, we typically
determine which chips are of interest and obtain the eval board and
begin to understand its nuances.
We may find that a function is
not available in a certain mode, or that the chip has excessive
offset voltage under certain conditions.
Knowing this early allows
design changes to be made, whether that is a slight alteration to
the chip design or even the choice of an entirely different device.
This is done before the first PCB is produced which increases the
likelihood of first success and design iterations.
Complexity Flexibility - Not all products are of the same complexity
or have the same share of hardware / firmware / GUI / cloud
designs.
Some hardware designs are rather straight forward, requiring
minimal electrical design effort.
Others, designs require the
development of novel circuitry using breadboards and simulations to
fine tune the circuit to meet requirements.
Still others, such as
the present IMI requirement, require some fundamental development of
measurement techniques before any system architecture can even be
envisioned.
We have also found is that rushing design through design
process without fully understanding all the requirements or even
knowing how to implement them rarely works well and is not in the
best interest of our client.
HI will keep the client informed so
that that they understand that progress is being made even if we are
grinding out the foundational steps in the process.
Software Development - A similar process is followed for all software
development.
Much software is rather straightforward but there will
typically be areas where the complexity will take time to work
through.
This is especially true as multiple devices must interact
(sensor, user tablet / smart phone, cloud).
Additionally, underlying
data structures and frameworks must be developed that will allow
efficient and easily modifiable changes to be made as the requirements
are updated and new challenges discovered.
As with hardware
development, progress is not apparent yet the groundwork for a robust
set of software is laid so that future development does not require
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reworking some fundamental code that was developed at the beginning of
the project.
HI will keep the client informed of the progress and
explain in terms of the requirements the importance of that progress.
This practice has resulted in high functionality for the first set of
software which provides solid basis for further development.
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Lensing Your Idea through our Development
Philosophy
Many design houses will tout their ability to serve up turn-key products on a silver platter with deep technical
expertise. But when, as is the natural tendency, design resources rush headstrong into a project, they run the risk of
losing sight of the big picture… which often results in budgets / timelines being missed and ultimately the end
customer not being delivered an optimal solution.

It's How We Do It…
What separates us at Hallsten Innovations (HI) from
others is HOW we go about product development. We
have a prescribed process methodology.
The HI iterative development process first goal is to
place a working prototype into the hands of you and
your customers as early and as fast as possible after
first doing our homework. The best feedback is from
the target customers who will ultimately pay for your
product once commercialized and outlines continuous
improvement paths towards an optimized solution.
We have specific meaning and organization behind all
the elements of our “It’s How We Do It” development
process formula.

I - Innovation: Creative skill born out of continuous
education, curiosity, varied hands-on experiences,
invention, and well-placed application making the
world better one step at a time.
P – Our Process: Continuous user feedback through
our iterative design methodology – curated by
project management driven by predetermined and
accountable milestones.
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+ Innovation and Process are fused together – the value of
Innovation is only realized with Process, and the pathways
of Process are worthless without innovative inputs! HI
loves working through the balancing act of those two
incredibly important interdependent aspects.
BN – Business Needs: Our approach is client-centric…
your needs drive everything we do. The Voice of your
Customer, your development budget, your market timing
needs… all play into design constraints, must have
features, and in the end, exceptional products that excite
customers.

CUSTOMER QUOTE
We presented Hallsten Innovations with a critical highspeed project that required innovative design, harsh
environmental packaging, and interface to third party
data networks. Our project came in on-time and onbudget. We have established a long-term partnership
with HI.
- John Lauletta CEO, Exacter, Inc.

Next Step: Discovery Phase
The Only think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And
just raise cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into
it, your heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:48 How do you make a
round circle with a square knife? That's your challenge for the day.
Only think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just
raise cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it,
your heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:48 How do you make a round
circle with a square knife? That's your challenge for the day. Furry
facial friend elit yeoman farmer lorreto del mar big daft brush
frightfully nice goose rugged et, frightfully nice elit el snort big
daft brush furry facial friend goose yeoman farmer lorreto del mar
rugged 11-12-19, 11:48
I drink your milkshake rugged et, rugged tom
selleck frightfully nice yeoman farmer elit furry facial friend old
west sheriff lorreto del mar el snort big daft brush lorreto del mar
I drink your milkshake saddam hussein rugged et 118 118 goose.
An understanding of the underlying physics is also necessary as
parameters such as alignment are not always measured directly, but
rather, are determined from the secondary effects they create which
are more readily measured.
Establishing the physics to effect link
the two will give greater surety to forward moving development and
the resulting measurements.
This link is typically established through
a combination of theoretical calculations, models, or simulations and
laboratory and field measurements that have appeared in the literature.
The goal is not to fully characterize the link currently, but rather,
determine if the proposed link is likely to be a true indicator of
the desired measurement, in this case, alignment.
The scope of
future work required to quantify this link will be estimated so that
appropriate signal analysis resources may be allocated as development
continues.
Only think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just
raise cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it,
your heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:48 How do you make a round
circle with a square knife? That's your challenge for the day.
Can you
can you
somebody
idea for
powerful
take it
have any
Almighty

rework to make the pizza look more delicious. 11-12-19, 11:48
rework to make the pizza look more delicious, so I know
who can do this for a reasonable cost I have an awesome
a startup, i need you to build it for me but try a more
colour. Be careful. You can always add more - but you can't
away. Of course he's a happy little stone, cause we don't
other kind. 11-12-19, 11:48
We might as well make some
mountains today as well, what the heck.

Can you
can you
somebody

rework to make the pizza look more delicious. 11-12-19, 11:48
rework to make the pizza look more delicious, so I know
who can do this for a reasonable cost I have an awesome
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idea for a startup,
powerful colour.

i

need

you

to

build

it

for

me

but

try

a

more

Only think about one thing at a time. Don't get greedy. And just
raise cain. A beautiful little sunset. Put your feelings into it,
your heart, it's your world.11-12-19, 11:48 How do you make a round
circle with a square knife? That's your challenge for the day.

General Process Steps
EST. TIME
(WEEKS)

PHASE

RESPONSIBILITY

DISCOVERY

HI, IMI, USERS, & SME
(Subject Matter Experts)
HI, IMI, USERS, & SME

TBD

ARCHITECTURE &
REQUIREMENTS UPDATE

HI,

IMI,

USERS,

&

SME

TBD

DESIGN / DEVELOPMENT I

HI,

IMI,

USERS,

&

SME

TBD

REFINEMENT / USER TESTING

HI,

IMI,

USERS,

&

SME

TBD

DESIGN / DEVELOPMENT II

HI,

IMI,

USERS,

&

SME

TBD

PRODUCTION

HI,
HI,

IMI,
IMI,

MANUFACTURER
MANUFACTURER

R&D

SUSTAINING

6

NOTE

TBD

See Next Step Description
Above
Only if DISCOVERY is
Fruitful, Lab Prototypes
for Technical Feasibility
Updated Requirements get
Transformed into
Architecture
Commercialization Intent
Design
Always Keep the Users
Involved
If Applicable After User
Feedback
Manufacturing Ramp-up

TBD

Sustaining

Engineering

Disclaimer
This document contains the opinions of Hallsten Innovations after a
baseline analysis and does not take into an account complete analysis
associated with paid services such as a full technical, feasibility,
marketing, intellectual property or manufacturability review.
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